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The Journal of Symbolic Logic 
Volume 72, Number 2, June 2007 

IDEAL CONVERGENCE OF BOUNDED SEQUENCES 

RAFAL FILIP?W, NIKODEM MROZEK, IRENEUSZ RECLAW, AND PIOTR SZUCA 

Abstract. We generalize the Bolzano Weierstrass theorem (that every bounded sequence of reals admits 

a convergent subsequence) on ideal convergence. We show examples of ideals with and without the Bolzano 

Weierstrass property, and give characterizations of BW property in terms of submeasures and extendability 
to a maximal P-ideal. We show applications to Rudin-Keisler and Rudin-Blass orderings of ideals and 

quotient Boolean algebras. In particular we show that an ideal does not have BW property if and only if 

its quotient Boolean algebra has a countably splitting family. 

?1. Introduction. An ideal on co is a family of subsets of natural numbers co closed 
under taking finite unions and subsets of its elements. In this paper we study ideal 

convergence (S-convergence) of sequences defined on co. 

The notion of ideal convergence (^-convergence) is a generalization of the notion 
of convergence (in the case of the ordinary convergence the ideal S is equal to the 
ideal of finite subsets of co). It was first considered in the case of the ideal of sets 
of statistical density 0 by Steinhaus and Fast [9] (in such case ideal convergence 
is equivalent to the statistical convergence.) In its general form it appears in the 

work of Bernstein [4] (for maximal ideals) and Kat?tov [14], where both authors 
use dual notion of filter convergence. In the last few years it was rediscovered and 

generalized in many directions, see e.g., [2, 5, 6, 17, 21, 23]. 
By the well-known Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem any bounded sequence of reals 

admits a convergent subsequence. In other words, for any sequence (xn) c [0,1] 
there exists an infinite set A such that (xn) \ A is convergent. We consider a question 
if for given ideal S the assertion of the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem is valid. We 

give a characterization of the Bolzano-Weierstrass property for some classes of 
ideals. We give these characterizations in the language of lower semicontinuous 
submeasures in Section 3. In Section 4 we show that this property of an ideal 
is connected with the possibility of its extending to a P-point of the Cech-Stone 

compactification ?co. 
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502 R. FILIP?W, N. MROZEK, I. RECLAW, AND P. SZUCA 

Some objects related to an ideal can be quite complex, for example its quotient 
Boolean algebra & (co) ?S (see e.g., [7]). In Section 3 we show how the Bolzano 
Weierstrass property distinguishes quotient Boolean algebras. In Section 5 we also 
investigate splitting families of quotient Boolean algebras. 

Last we consider if the Bolzano-Weierstrass property is preserved by Rudin 
Keisler-like orderings of ideals (Section 6). 

?2. Preliminaries. Our notation and terminology conforms to that used in the 
most recent set-theoretic literature. The cardinality of the set X is denoted 
by \X\. Following von Neumann, we identify a natural number N with the set 

{0,l,...,N-l}. 
If not explicitly said we assume that an ideal is proper (^ & (co)) and contains all 

finite sets. By Fin we denote the ideal of all finite subsets of co. We can talk about 
ideals on any other countable set by identifying this set with co via a fixed bijection. 
We say that A c co is S-positive if A ^ S. An ideal S is dense if every infinite 

set has an infinite subset which is from the ideal. 
For an ideal S on co, S* denotes the dual filter, i.e., the filter on co consisting 

of the complements of elements of S. For a set A ? S we define an ideal 
S \ A = {BHA :B e S}. 

We say that A c co is J7-contained in B c co (B <_f-includes A) for an ideal 
S and write AcsB (Bd^A) iff A \ B e ̂ . We say that A is almost contained 
in B (B almost contains A) and write Ac*B (Bd*A) if A is Fin-contained in B 
(B Fin-includes A, respectively). 
A sequence (xn)neco of reals is said to be S-convergent to x (x = S 

- lim xn) if 
and only if for each e > 0 

{n e co : \xn 
? 

x\ > e} G S. 

By an J^-subsequence of (xn)neco we understand (xn) \ A for some A ? J'. 
We will use the term subsequence instead of ̂-subsequence if S is clear from 
the context. We say that a subsequence (xn) \ A is ̂-convergent if it is S \ A 

convergent, i.e., {n G A : \xn 
- 

x\ > e} G S for each e > 0. 
In the present paper we will consider the following properties of ideals on co. 

BW: An ideal S satisfies BW (the Bolzano- Weierstrass property) if for any bounded 
sequence (xn)neco of reals there is A ? J" such that (xn) \ A is J^-convergent. 

FinBW: An ideal S satisfies FinBW (the finite Bolzano- Weierstrass property) if for 
any bounded sequence (xn)neco of reals there is A ? S such that (xn) \ A is 

Fin-convergent. 
hBW: An ideal S satisfies hBW (the hereditary Bolzano- Weierstrass property) if 

for any bounded sequence (xn)ne of reals and A ? S there is B c A, B ? S 
such that (xn) \ B is J^-convergent. 

hFinBW: An ideal ?7 satisfies hFinBW (the hereditary finite Bolzano-Weierstrass 

property) if for any bounded sequence (xn)neco of reals and A ? S there is 
B c A,B ? S such that (xn) \ B is Fin-convergent. 

We will also write ?/gBW(/g hBW, S e FinBW, S G hFinBW) if J has the 
Bolzano-Weierstrass property (S has hBW property, S has FinBW property or S 
has hFinBW property, respectively.) 
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IDEAL CONVERGENCE OF BOUNDED SEQUENCES 503 

Clearly, the following diagram holds (where "sf 
? ^" means "if S e srf then 

J e 3$".) 

FinBW hBW 

Note that if a sequence (xn) has an ̂ -convergent subsequence (xn) \ A and 
S ? 

lim(xw) \ A = x then x is an ̂-cluster point of (xn), i.e., for every e > 0 

{n : \xn 
? 

x\ < e} 0 S, 

but the opposite implication does not hold. Indeed, it is easy to see that every 
bounded sequence has an J2"-cluster point but in Section 3 we show examples of 
ideals without the Bolzano-Weierstrass property. See also [10] for a discussion of 

^-limit points and ̂ -cluster points in the case of the ideal of sets of statistical 

density 0. 
For two ideals S, f define their direct sum, S 0 f, to be the ideal on co x {0,1} 

given by 

A e J 0 f iff {n e co : (n, 0) e A} e J and {n e co : (n, 1) e A} e f. 

For A c co x co and n e co by An we denote the vertical section of A at n, i.e., 

An = {m e co : (n,m) e A} . 

We define the Fubiniproduct, JfxfofJF and f to be the ideal on co x co given by 

A e J x f iff {n e co : An 0 /} e J. 

\fS and f are two ideals on co, we write S <rk f (*f is below f with respect 
to the Rudin-Keisler order) if there exists a function fvco^co such that A e S iff 

f~x (A) e f. If a function / is finite-to-one then we write S <rb f (*f is below 

f with respect to the Rudin-Blass order.) 
We use the following notation for the ideals known from the literature. The ideal 

of sets of statistical density 0: 

? , ,. \AC\n\ A 
??d = s A c co : hm sup J- = 0 >. 

I n^oo n J 

The ideal of nowhere dense sets: 

NWD(Q) = {A c Q n [0,1] : A is nowhere dense} . 

The "empty ideal" {0} (sometimes we write 0 instead of {0}): 

"0" = {0}. 
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504 R. FILIP?W, N. MROZEK, I. RECLAW, AND P. SZUCA 

Nevertheless this ideal does not contain all finite sets, its Fubini product with other 
ideals usually gives ideals which contain all finite sets. 

2.1. P-ideals. An ideal S is a P-ideal if for every sequence (A?)nec? of sets from 
S there is A G S such that An C*A for all n. In the sequel we will use the following 
property of P-ideals. 

Theorem 2.1. [17] If S is a P-ideal then a sequence (xn)neco is J--convergent iff 
subsequence (xn) \ F is Fin-convergent for some F e J7*. 

For every P-ideal J? and A ^ S, S \ Ais also a P-ideal. It follows that every 
P-ideal with the Bolzano-Weierstrass property (with hBW property) has the finite 
Bolzano-Weierstrass property (hFinBW property, respectively). 

2.2. Analytic ideals. Recall that by identifying sets of natural numbers with their 
characteristic functions, we equip SP (co) with the Cantor-space topology and there 
fore we can assign the topological complexity to the ideals of sets of integers. In 

particular, an ideal S is Fa (analytic) if it is an Fa subset of the Cantor space (if it 
is a continuous image of a G? subset of the Cantor space, respectively.) 
A map <j> : 9> (co) ?> [0, oo] is a submeasure on co if 

(?> (0) - 0, 

(/)(A)<c/)(AUB)<<i) (A) + $(B), 
for all A, B c co. It is lower semicontinuous (in short ls?) if for ail A c co we have 

c? (A) = lim (j)(Ann). n?>oo 

For any lower semicontinuous submeasure on co, let || ||^ 
: ?P (co) ?> [0, oo] be the 

submeasure defined by 

\\A\\, 
? lim sup (j) (A\n) 

? lim c?)(A\n), 

where the second equality follows by the monotonicity of 0. Let 

Exh(</>) = ?A ceo : 
p||^=o}, 

Fin(0) = {A Ceo : cj)(A) < oo}. 
It is clear that Exh (cj>) and Fin(</>) are ideals (not necessarily proper) for an arbitrary 
submeasure (j). 

All analytic P-ideals are characterized by the following theorem of Solecki. 

Theorem 2.2. [25] The following conditions are equivalent for an ideal S oneo. 

1. S is an analytic P-ideal; 
2. S = Exh (4>)for some lower semicontinuous submeasure cj) on co. 

Moreover, for FG ideals the following characterization holds. 

Theorem 2.3, [19] The following conditions are equivalent for an ideal ?? onco. 

1. S is an FG ideal; 
2. S 

? 
Fin((j))for some lower semicontinuous submeasure cj) onco. 

In [7], Farah introduced a new class of analytic P-ideals. Assume that /? are 

pairwise disjoint intervals on co, and jun is a measure that concentrates on /?. Then 

cj) = supn jun is a lower semicontinuous submeasure and ̂ 
= Exh (0) is called 

a density ideal. 
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Some interesting subclass of density ideals, so called Erd?s-Ulam ideals, was 
introduced by Just and Krawczyk. Instead of original definition of these ideals we 
include here a very useful characterization of Erd?s-Ulam ideals given by Farah: 

Theorem 2.4 ([7]). A dense density ideal ̂M is an Er d?s- Ulam ideal if and only if 
for every choice ofjun andIn (n e co) we have limsupM jun(ln) < oo. 

Later, Farah [8] introduced generalized density ideals. Assume that /? are pair 
wise disjoint finite intervals on co, and c?n is a submeasure on /?. Assume moreover 
that limsupM at+(cj)n) 

= 0 (where at+(</>) 
= 

sup? cj) ({/})). Then the ideal 

^ = ?A : lim sup 0M (A n /?) = o| 
is a generalized density ideal defined by a sequence of submeasures. 

2.3. BW-like properties in topological spaces. In the sequel we assume all our 

spaces to be Hausdorff. The ideal convergence can be defined for topological spaces 
in the natural way. Then we also define BW, FinBW, hBW and hFinBW properties 
for a pair (X, J"), where X is a topological space and S is an ideal. We say that 

(X, J") satisfies BW if every sequence in X has an ̂ -convergent J^-subsequence 
(FinBW, hBW and hFinBW are defined analogously). 
One can easily see that if Y is a continuous image of X (or Y is a closed subset 

of X) then 

(X,S) e BW=^ (Y,J) e BW. 

Thus, the following are equivalent: 
s e BW, 

([0,1],J^)GBW, 
(2co,jr)emj, 
(X, S) e BW for some uncountable compact metric space X. 

Clearly, the above properties hold for FinBW, hBW and hFinBW as well. 
The assumption that a compact space X is metric (in the equivalent form of 

BW) cannot be dropped. In [16] Kojman constructed a compact space X such that 

(X, W) does not satisfy FinBW whereas the ideal W is Fa so it satisfies FinBW (see 
Proposition 3.4). 

However, it is not difficult to check that if S is a maximal ideal then (X, S) 
satisfies BW for every compact space X. Recall also that in papers [16], [15] Kojman 
gives sufficient conditions on X to have (X, J7) e FinBW for two ideals defined by 
some combinatorial conditions. So, there are a number of natural questions about 
a characterization of BW-like properties in topological spaces. For example, by 
Theorem 2.1 BW and FinBW properties are equivalent for P-ideals, but it is not 
the case for an arbitrary topological space (since in ?co there are no non-trivial 

Fin-convergent sequences, (?co, ?7) e BW \ FinBW for any maximal ideal S? 
even if <J is a P-ideal; note that it is not a ZFC-example?see comments before 
Theorem 4.2.) 

Such questions are not in the scope of this paper, so we leave it for further study. 

?3. Basic properties. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem the ideal of finite sub 
sets of co satisfies hFinBW. Every maximal ideal satisfies hBW but usually (if it is 
not a P-ideal) does not satisfy FinBW. In [10, Example 3] Fridy has shown that the 
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506 R. FILIP?W, N. MROZEK, I. RECLAW, AND P. SZUCA 

ideal Sd does not satisfy BW. (Below we will show that every Erd?s-Ulam ideal 
does not satisfy the Bolzano-Weierstrass property.) 

Let xq 
= q be a sequence on Q n [0,1] and A ? NWD(Q). Since there ex 

ists a nonempty open set U in which A is dense, (xq) \ A cannot be NWD(Q) 
convergent. So, we have 

Example 3.1. The ideal NWD(Q) does not satisfy BW. 

Now we show how to build examples of ideals with or without BW. First of all, 
it is easy to see that S 0 f satisfies BW iff S or f satisfies BW. Moreover 

Proposition 3.2. Assume Fin c /. ?/ x / satisfies BW (hBW) iff S satisfies 
BW (hBW). 

Proof. "=>". Let (xn) be a bounded sequence on co, and let xn,m = xn be 
a sequence on co x co. For every A ? S x f if (x?tm) \ A is S x ̂-convergent to 

x, then (xn) \ B is ̂-convergent to x, where 

B = 
{neoo\An?f}. 

"<=". To prove converse suppose that (x?m) c [0,1] is a sequence on co x co. For 
each n e co and k e {0,... ,2n 

? 
1} define 

k fc + 1" 
An,k 

= U eco : xn 
2n 2n 

For each n e co let kn be such that An^n ? f '. Moreover, let yn = (2kn + l)/2"+1. 
If B ? S is such that (yn) \ B is J^-convergent to some y, then (xn,m) \ C is 

S x ^f-convergent to y, where 

C= |J{z}x^a/. 

The case of hBW is proved analogously. H 

The assumption on *f in the above proposition is necessary since |x/ G 
BW <^ f e BW. 

In the definition of Fubini product S x f one can replace f by a family of ideals 

{^n}n(Eco to get the countable Fubini product i.e., the ideal of all sets ^4 c co x co for 
which 

{? eco : An ^Sn} eJ. 

Using almost the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 it can be shown 
that this ideal satisfies BW (hBW) iff S satisfies BW (hBW). However, assertion of 

Proposition 3.2 does not hold for FinBW and hFinBW property. Indeed, consider 
S = f = Fin, xnM = \/n (n,m e co) and fix an A ? S x f. We may 
assume that An is infinite for every n. For any g e [0,1] and e > 0 the set 

{(n, m) e A : \xn>m 
- 

g\ > e} is either empty or contains An (so it is infinite) for 
some n eco. Thus Fin x Fin does not satisfy FinBW property. 

Farah in paper [8] introduced the notion of J^-small sets: we say that a set A c co 

is <y-small if there are sets As (s e 2< ) such that for all s we have 

(51) A<d 
= A, 

(52) As=As*0\JAs-i, 

(53) As~0nAs~i = 0, and 

(54) for every b e 2 and X c co, if X \ Ab r? e S for all n, then X e J. 
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It is known that all ̂-small sets form an ideal Sj that includes S. 

Proposition 3.3. A set A ? Sjr if and only if S \ A e BW. 

Proof. "=?". Suppose that A ? Sj and (xn)neA c 2 . For each s G 2<co let 
A s = {n G A : s c xn}. Since A is not J^-small, there exist X ? S and b G 2 
such that X\Ab\n G J2" for each ?. Clearly (x?) ? X is ̂-convergent to b. 

"<=". Suppose thatv4 G ?j. Let {y45}JG2<w be a family of sets fulfilling conditions 

(S1)-(S4) from the definition of J^-small set. Observe that for each n G A there 
is exactly one xn e 2 such that n e AXn\? for every I e co. For the sake of 
contradiction suppose that there is an x G 2 and X c A, X ? S such that 

(xn)n ? X is J^-convergent to x. Since for each l eco 

X\Ax]iC [neX 
: |x-x?|> 

^} 
G ̂, 

by the condition (S4) X e S?a contradiction. H 

By [8, Lemma 3.2] any isomorphism between quotient Boolean algebras 
& (co) ?S and & (co) ? f sends the equivalence classes of J^small sets into the 

equivalence classes of ̂-small sets, so if Boolean algebras & (co) ?*f and & (co) ?f 
are isomorphic then S e BW if and only if f G BW. 

By [8, Proposition 3.3 (1)] we know that S^M 
= ?P (co) for every Erd?s-Ulam 

ideal .2^. Hence by Proposition 3.3 no Erd?s-Ulam ideal satisfies BW. Moreover, 

[8, Proposition 3.3 (2)] says that if limsup?/??(T?) 
= oo then co ? <S&M, so those 

ideals satisfy BW. Finally, by Theorem 2.4 we see that a density ideal does not 

satisfy BW if and only if it is an Erd?s-Ulam ideal. 

By [8, Proposition 3.3 (3)] if ^ is a density ideal then there is .^-positive set A 
which belongs to S^ hence JE^ f A <? BW. So by Proposition 3.3 no density ideal 
satisfies hBW. 

A large subclass of generalized density ideals, LV-ideals, was introduced by Lou 
veau and Velickovic [18]. By [8, Proposition 3.3 (4)] we have SLV = LV. Hence 

Proposition 3.3 shows that L V e hBW. 
One may ask if the BW and the hBW are the same property (up to the restriction), 

i.e., if every BW ideal is a direct sum of two ideals with at least one of them possessing 
hBW property (the reverse implication is obviously true.) By [8, Proposition 3.3 (3)] 
if ^ is a density ideal then every .2^ -positive set A contains a positive subset that 

belongs to ?&M. Thus no restriction of a density ideal with the Bolzano-Weierstrass 

property has the hereditary Bolzano-Weierstrass property. 
Proposition 3.4. Every Fa ideal satisfies hFinBW property. 

Proof. Let S be an Fa ideal, *f ? Fin(0) for a lower semicontinuous submea 
sure cj). Let (x?)n C 2 and A ? S. For each s e 2<co define 

As = {n e A : s c xn} and T = 
{s e 2<co : As ? S}. 

Since T c 2<co is a tree of height co such that all levels of T are finite, by K?nig's 
lemma there is a b G 2 such that b \ n G T for each n. 

Note that Aj,\n (n G co) is a decreasing sequence of S -positive sets. Since cj) is lsc 
there are finite sets Bn c Ab\n such that cj) (Bn) > n for each n. Put B = 

{JnecoBn. 
Clearly cj) (B) 

= oo, and so B g S. Moreover, for every n e co Bc*Ab\n, so 

(xn) ? B is Fin-convergent to b. -\ 
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The argument above shows a bit more. In [13, Corollary 2.4] it was proved that 
the following are equivalent: 

1. ̂  (co) j S is countably saturated; 
2. for every sequence Bo D B\ D - of ̂-positive sets there is an J^-positive set 

B with Bc^Bn for each n. 

Using (2) in the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3.4 we get 

Proposition 3.5. If& (co) ?J7 is countably saturated then S e hBW. 

By a result of Just and Krawczyk [12] all Fa ideals have countably saturated 

quotients. Farah in [8, Theorem 6.3] gives more examples of ideals with countably 
saturated quotients (e.g., Fin x Fin). The above proposition cannot be reversed, 
since 0 x Fin e hBW whereas its quotient is not countably saturated. 

By Theorem 2.2 the following conditions characterize the BW property for all 

analytic P-ideals. 

Theorem 3.6. Let cj) be a lower semicontinuous submeasure. The following condi 
tions are equivalent. 

1. The ideal Exh (cj>) satisfies BW. 
2. There is? > 0 such that for any partition A\, Ai,..., An ofco there exists i < N 

with 
WAiW^ 

>S. 

Proof. Let J" = Exh (</>). 
"-?(2) => ->(1)" Suppose that for each ? > 0 there are A\,... ,An{s) such that 

co = A\ U U AN(?) and \\At ||^ 
< ? for every / < N(S). We can find a family As 

(s e 2<co) such that Aq 
= co, As fulfills conditions (S1)-(S3) from the definition of 

Ismail set and for every s e 2 \\AS ?n ||, ?? 0 if n ?> oo. 

Let b e 2 and X c co be such that \\X \ Ab^n\\, 
= 0 for all n. Since 

||-||^ 
is 

subadditive, ||X||^ 
= 0. Thus co is J^-small, and so J" fi BW. 

"(2) => (1)". For the sake of contradiction suppose that co e Sjr and for every 
A\,..., An such that A\ U U AN = co there is an / < N with \\Ai ||^ 

>S. Let As 

(s e 2<co) be a family of sets as in the definition of J^-small set (with A$ 
= 

co). Let 

We see that T c 2<co is a tree of height co such that all levels of T are finite. Let 
b e 2 be such that b \ n e T (it exists by K?nig's lemma). Since cj) is lsc, for each 
n there is a finite set Xn C Ab\n \ n such that 4> (Xn) > S ? ?. Let X = 

\JnGco Xn. 

Clearly X \ Ab\n e Fin c S, but \X\, > S, and so co fi Sj?k contradiction. H 

?4. Extensions. 

Proposition 4.1. If an ideal S can be extended to an ideal f satisfying FinBW 
then S satisfies FinBW. Thus, if an ideal <f can be extended to a P-ideal satisfying 
BW then <J satisfies FinBW property. 

Proof. Let (xn) be a bounded sequence. There is A fi f such that (xn)n \ A is 

Fin-convergent. Since S C f, A fi S. The second part of the proposition follows 
from the first one and the fact that every P-ideal with the BW property has the finite 
Bolzano-Weierstrass property. H 
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Theorem 3.6 gives us a characterization of BW property in the class of all analytic 
P-ideals. Below we give two alternative characterizations of BW property within this 
class of ideals. The second one needs some extra set-theoretic assumptions?recall 
that Shelah [24] showed that it is consistent that there are no maximal P-ideals, so 
in Theorem 4.3 the additional set-theoretic assumption like CH is needed. 

Theorem 4.2. Let S be an analytic P-ideal. Then S has the Bolzano- Weierstrass 

property if and only if S can be extended to a proper Fa ideal. 

Theorem 4.3. Assume Continuum Hypothesis. Let S be an analytic P-ideal. Then 
S has the Bolzano- Weierstrass property if and only if S can be extended to a maximal 
P-ideal. 

The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Theorem 4.3 
follows from Proposition 4.1 ("<="), and Theorem 4.2 with Lemma 4.4 ("=>"). 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. The part "<=" follows from Propositions 3.4 and 4.1. 
To show the part "=>" suppose that *f ? Exh (</>), where cj) is a lower semicontin 

uous submeasure, satisfies BW. By Theorem 3.6 there is ? > 0 such that for every 
N e eo and k G co and every A\,A2,...,AN with A\ U A2 U U AN = co there is 
an i < N with cj)(At \k) >?. 
We will say that {F\,...,Fn} is an (N,?)-partition of the set A c eo if 

F\ U . U FN = A and </>(Fi) < S for every i < N. Let 

S? = 
{Ac : (3N, k e co) (Vw G co) (3^) & is (N,S) -partition of A n [k, n]} . 

We claim that J? is a proper FG extension of S. The inclusion /cJi follows 
from the fact that if A e J7 then 

||^4||^ 
= 0. We show below that co ? J^. 

For the sake of contradiction suppose that there is TV G co and k e co such that 
for every n e co there is an (N, <S)-partition of [k, n]. For each n let 

Tn = 
{/: 

[k,n] - N : {f~l ({i})}^N 
is (N,S)-partition of 

[k,n]} 
. 

Then (\Jneco Tn, c) is a tree such that its height is co and every level is finite. Applying 
K?nig's lemma we get apathT? 

= 
{/? G Tn : n e co} through T. Letg = 

\JnE fn' 
Then g : [k, oo) ?> N and there is i < N with (j)(g~l ({i})) > S. By lsc of cj), there is 
n e co with cj)(g-\{i}) n [k, n]) > ?. Then f?=g\ [k,n] hence <?>(f?l({*})) > S. 
But fneTn,a contradiction. 

Finally, we have to show that J^ is FG. It follows from a standard quantifier 
counting argument and the fact that there are only finitely many partitions of [k, n] 
(let alone (N,?)-partitions). H 

Remark. The ideal Sj- (of all J^-small sets) extends J", moreover Sjr is proper 
iff S satisfies BW. However it is not Fa in general. For example, for dense density 
ideals it is Fa, but for S ? 0 x Fin we have S^xFin 

? 0 x Fin which is not Fa [8]. 

Using the standard argument (see e.g., [22]) we can prove 

Lemma 4.4. Assume Continuum Hypothesis. Every Fa ideal can be extended to 
a maximal P-ideal. 

?5. Splitting numbers. Let B be Boolean algebras. A subset 5cB splits B if for 

every nonzero b G B there is s e S such that b s ̂  0 and b ? s ̂  0. By 5(B) we 
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denote the smallest cardinality of a splitting family: 

s(M) = min{\S\ : S splits!} 
In case of B = & (co) /Fin we get the well known splitting number s. Note that 

the cardinal s(B) is well-defined iff B is atomless. And then we have s(B) > co. (See 
e.g., [20] for more information on the splitting number and other cardinal invariants 
defined for Boolean algebras.) 

Theorem 5.1. A Boolean algebra & (co) ?S has a countable splitting family if and 

only if the ideal S does not satisfy BW. 

Proof. "=>". Let {[Sn] : n e co} be a splitting family for & (co) ?J. We 
will construct a family {As : s e 2<CD} which satisfies conditions (S1)-(S4) (with 
A$ 

= 
co) from the definition of J^-small sets. By Proposition 3.3 we get S fi BW. 

Let A? 
= co. Let n$ be the smallest n such that Sn splits co. Let Ao ? co n Sn0 

and A\ = co\Sn0. Suppose that we have already constructed As for s e 2n. Take 
s e 2n. Let ns be the smallest n such that Sn splits As. Let As-q = As n SHs and 

^A i 
? 

As \ Sn??. 
Now we have to show that {As : s e 2<co} satisfies (S1)-(S4). (S1)-(S3) are 

obvious. To show (S4) let b e 2 and Ic^be such that X\Ab\n ? J for every 
n e co. Suppose that X fi J'. Let nx be the smallest n e co such that Sn splits 
X. Notice that Snx splits ^? for every n e co. Hence there is k < nx such that 

snblk 
= 

snx. Then either Ablk+i 
= 

Ablk n ̂ or Affc+i 
= 

^?r^ \ ̂ W- In both 
cases *S?Z does not split Ab |*+i, a contradiction. 

"<=". By Proposition 3.3 there is a family {As : s e 2<C?} which shows that co 
is J^-small. We will show that {[As] : s e 2<co} is a splitting family. Suppose the 

contrary. Then there is a set X fi S such that X f\ As e S or X \ As e S for 

every s e 2<co. On the other hand co = (J{AS : s e 2n} for every n e co, hence 
for every n e co there is s e 2n with X \ As e J'. Now, by K?nig's lemma there 
is x e 2 with X\Ax\n e S for every n e co. From the definition of the family 
{As : s e 2<co} we have that iG/.a contradiction. H 

Remark. The splitting numbers s(& (co) /Jd) and s(& (Q) /NWD(Q)) were al 
ready calculated in [11] and [1], respectively. 

?6. Orderings. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that S <rk f and f satisfies FinBW. Then S satisfies 

FinBW. 

Proof. Let / : co -> co be such that AeJ iff/-1 (A) e f, and (xn) c [0,1]. 
Let x'n 

= 
*/(?) for each n. By FinBW property of f there exists Ar fi f such that 

(x'n) \ A' is Fin-convergent to an x e [0,1]. Let A = f (?). Since A! C /_1 (A) 
and A! fi f, Afi S. Since (^)?G^/ is Fin-convergent, for every e > 0 the set 

T = 
{n e A' : \xn 

? 
x\ > e} 

= 
{n e A' : 

|*/(?) 
? 

x\ 
> 

e} 

is finite, hence 

/ (r) = {f(n) eA : \xf{n) 
- 

x\ > e} 
= {m e A : \xm 

- 
x\ > e} 

is finite. Thus (xn) \ A is Fin-convergent. H 
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The next argument shows that we cannot replace FinBW with BW in Theorem 6.1. 
Let S = <Jd and f = J^ 0 Sm, where Jm is a maximal extension of J^. 

Clearly S ? BW and f G BW. We may assume that f is an ideal defined on the 
set co x {0,1}, with f \ co x {0} isomorphic to S? and f \ co x {1} isomorphic 
to <fm. Let/: co x {0,1} ^ co be a projection of co x {0,1} onco, i.e., f (n,b) 

= n 

for every n G co, b G {0,1}. It is easy to see that / is 2-to-one and A e S iff 

f-l(A)ef.T\ms<J<RKf. 
Recall that an ideal S on co is a Q-ideal if for every partition (^?)?e?) of co into 

finite sets there is S e J"* with |5 n ^4?| < 1 for every n e co (see e.g., [3] where 

Q-ideals are called Q-points.) 
Theorem 6.2. Let S <rb f and f be a Q-ideal. If f satisfies hBW then S 

satisfies hBW. 

Proof. Let / : co ?> co be finite-to-one with A e S ?<=> f~l(A)eJr. Since 

f is Q-ideal there is S e/* with / \ S being one-to-one. Let (xn) be a bounded 

sequence and A ? S. Since 

A' = f-\A)?f, 
so 

B' = 
A'C\S?f. 

The ideal f satisfies hBW hence there is C" C ?' such that C" ? /" and (xf{n)) \ C 

is ̂-convergent (say, f 
? 

lim(xy(w)) ? C ? 
x). 

LetC -/(C;) ? J*\ Let 

X = {n e C : |^/(w) 
? 

x| > e} . 

Then X e f. We will show that (x?) \ C is J^-convergent. It is enough to show 
that f(X) G S. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that f(X) 0 S. Then 
7 = f~l(f(X)) i f hence F n S ? f but on the other hand YDS = X, 
a contradiction. H 
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especially for drawing our attention to the notion of J^-small sets. 
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